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InnovatIon. InspIratIon. excellence.

Who We ARe
the Brookline High school 21st century 
Fund is a catalyst and incubator for 
innovation that fosters academic 
success for all students. through 
courses, programs, forums, and 
research, we support inventive, faculty-
led initiatives that energize teachers, 
inspire students, and support the 
excellence of BHs.

Mission
our mission is to empower the BHs 
faculty and community by fostering a 
culture of innovation and supporting 
the development of new ideas and 
initiatives that will enable our students 
to thrive in the 21st century.

ouR vision is foR 
BRookline high 

school to pRovide 
An unpARAlleled 

educAtion By 
instilling A pAssion 

foR AcAdeMic 
exploRAtion And 
A coMMitMent to 

innovAtion.



excellence.

Mindfulness

2014: this one-year grant provided 
time for a teacher team to research and 
establish the local relationships that led 
to their proposal addressing how BHs 
can support a healthy school culture 
through mindfulness and stress-response 
relaxation methods. 
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greetings to the 21st century fund community! 
I am pleased to present our report on philanthropy for Fiscal Year 2015. 

the first half of the school year was filled with ways to reach out to our community: our 
annual Gala, meeting with groups of BHs parents and introducing them to the Fund’s work, 
planning the spring What’s the Big Idea? forum—all of these kept our outreach robust and 
our community engaged.

even as we welcomed new members to both Boards and volunteer corps, we set our 
sights on the important task of balancing existing program funding with both exciting new 
proposals and the imperatives of budget restraints. We continued funding for three ongoing 
programs, and provided new support as well:

n By holding an Innovation summit at the Fiscal Year’s beginning, we primed the pump 
for seed funding that focused on a senior Year alternative and a Mindfulness Initiative, 
resulting in two program proposals that were approved for implementation this past 
september. 

n We oversaw the transition of our profoundly successful Global leadership academy as it 
was integrated into the High school’s budget, providing an additional mini-grant to fund 
curriculum review during its first year off our books.

the Fund continued to deepen partnerships with colleague organizations that also support 
BHs students and faculty, setting the stage for meaningful opportunities to work together 
and support the excellence of Brookline High school. 

With this report, we want to recognize and thank our community for supporting the 21st 
century Fund. Because of you, we are able to further our mission of supporting a culture 
of innovation at BHs that benefits all students. Because of you, our teachers have the 
opportunity to explore academic challenges that fuel their commitment to teach and support 
our children. Because of you, our students are inspired during these critical years and are 
prepared to engage their future after Brookline High. thank you.

Elizabeth Zachos  
Chair, Board of Directors
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InnovatIon.

InspIratIon.

senioR yeAR 
AlteRnAtive (epic)

2014: this one-year grant provided time 
for a teacher team to lay the groundwork 
for an alternative senior year curriculum 
allowing seniors the chance to design, 
drive, and direct their own capstone 
project. 

innovAtion suMMit

2014: this two-day summit in July gave 
teachers the time and space to reflect 
on the possibilities of innovation in the 
classroom and explore their best and  
new ideas. 

gloBAl leAdeRship 
AcAdeMy cuRRiculuM 
RevieW

2014: a one-year grant allowed this 
successful 21st century Fund course to 
conduct curriculum review during its first 
year after incorporation into the BHs 
budget. the year-long elective teaches 
students theories and skills of effective 
leadership in a global context and guides 
students in their efforts to research, plan, 
and acquire resources for applied service 
learning experiences. 

excellence.
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dRAWing foR the 
undeRstAnding of 
field science

Launched 2013: dissolving the artificial 
boundary between arts and science: 
In this interdisciplinary course, students 
build scientific knowledge about 
their immediate environment through 
observational drawing and field research. 
Using the principles of visual design 
and scientific investigation, students 
communicate their knowledge through 
visually powerful images and forms.

InnovatIon.

excellence.
content ReAding 
initiAtive

Launched 2012: energizing and training 
teachers across all disciplines to engage 
in the urgent issue of improving students’ 
literacy skills in all content areas: the goal 
of the BHs content reading Initiative 
(crI) is to provide intensive professional 
development to teachers so that they, in 
turn, become more effective at teaching 
the gateway skills of content literacy.  
the integration of literacy instruction into 
all disciplines’ instruction ensures that 
every student who graduates from BHs 
can read and write independently in all 
subjects.

peRspectives of A 
MAtheMAticAl Mind

Launched 2012: broadening students’ 
ideas about what math is, and how it is 
used in the world today: perspectives 
of a Mathematical Mind is a full-
year senior elective math course for 
students interested in a new look at 
math, exposing them to opportunities 
to use math after high school, both 
at the university level and in future 
career endeavors. We expect students 
to demonstrate a fuller appreciation 
and awareness of mathematics, and its 
relevance in today’s society, through 
discussion, reflection, and experience.

InspIratIon.



MAny 
thAnks 
to ouR 
donoRs!

$10,000 and Up
anonymous
sandy & paul edgerley
Formela Family 

charitable Fund
valerie & Mark 

Friedman
Melanie Marcus & 

William Marcus 
Family charitable 
trust 

Julianne & clayton 
rose

$5,000 – $9999
Jill & David altshuler
alison & edward 

arnstein
Betty & David Bagnani
courtney church 

& William a. 
Goldthwait

Margaret & reza 
Hakimian

susan Hellerstein & 
John triedman

Genae Johnson & 
James collins

Melanie Marcus & chris 
leonard

tracey Mcleod & 
Kwame Morris

ricki Morell & John 
Hechinger

Danielle (Zuckerman) 
rizika ‘87 & robert 
rizika ‘84

Donald saunders ‘52
rachel somer & Jean-

Francois Formela
Julie Wulf & Kurt 

Mccracken
elizabeth Zachos & 

alex anmahian

$1,000 – $4999
anmahian Winton 

architects
anne and paul Marcus 

Family Foundation
caroline & thomas 

Barnes
anjini & neil 

Bhattacharyya
BHs class of 1951
Bigbird Fund
Helen charlupski & 

Joseph Biederman
civicmoxie, llc
cleveland circle Dental 

associates
chandlee Dickey & 

lawrence panych
abigail & Kenneth 

elmore
shari & Bruce Feibel
shari Feibel & alan 

Zakon
amy & Jeff Glass
stefanie Greenfield & 

Mark allen
lisa & Greg Grobstein
ellen & pete Groustra
Martha & christopher 

H Higgins
Barbara Kellman & 

Jerry Billow
Mini & surya Kolluri
owen lamont
nicole & David lapidus
Dana & David lazowski
Joanne liautaud & 

theodore Maclean
syrul & robert lurie
cydney & David Martel
stacey & Dan 

Mccarthy
linda Mcclain &  

James Fleming
rosemary & Mike 

Mcelroy
laetitia & stephen 

Mead

Mary & James 
Mooradian

elisa new & lawrence 
summers

laura & Bill o’Brien
Kate & steve patterson
Donna & peter pertel
nancy pronovost
andrea roberts & Marc 

Foster
nancy roberts ‘55 & 

edward roberts
Judi ross & edward 

Zuker ‘65
Dena sacco & Daniel 

rosen
susan & scott sarazen
neda shah-Hosseini & 

syed Faheen rasool
susan silberberg
Winnie swan & David 

Greenstein
Maya & Iftach Wizel of 

a.n.H. Holdings, ltd.
pamela Wolf & leo 

sorokin
Weiming Zhong &  

xl Meng

$500 – $999
Deb & tony abner
Danit Ben-ari & 

thomas Marton
Deborah & paul Bermel
nancy neiman Brown 

& Darrell Brown
nancie & Miceal 

chamberlain
lynne & John chuang
Karin & George cole
sandra & samuel 

comerchero
abigail cox ‘87 &  

chad cox
stephanie & David 

D’angelo
June & laurent 

Duchesne
nancy & steven Gerber
Jennifer & Ken 

Goldsmith
peter Grimes
Michelle Hallee & 

Gordon Wong
Hammond residential 

real estate
christopher Higgins III
lisa & alden Jackson
Deborah s. Jacobs & 

peter sacks
elizabeth & peter 

Jacobs
nanette abuhoff 

Jacobson & Daniel 
Jacobson

shulamit Kahn &  
Kevin lang

Karen Katz & chris 
Mears

Marianne lee & 
William sellers

Jennifer & scott 
Mahoney

charlotte Mao & 
Michael Brown

Hal Mason
Jean Morrison & James 

lawford anderson
Jill Myers
pam & Jeff palmucci
lisa pemstein & David 

Krantz
Deborah polansky & 

eric putnoi
Becket rhodes
Farla & Massimo russo
Firouzeh soufi-

shahbazi & Kamran 
shahbazi

rachel Kangisser sher 
& philip sher

Jackie shoback & 
andrew Bernstein

rena sokolow & John 
t. anderson

Johanna stuyfzand
Marilyn tressel & 

edward page
nyna Urovitch &  

David Williams
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$100 – $499
pamela abrams
nancy adams &  

John Burgess
Warren adler ‘65
alan D & susan lewis 

solomont Family 
Foundation

candy altman & 
Joseph Bergantino

amgen Foundation
anya & John anderson
Dayna anderson & 

armin ernst
art supplies Wholesale
Gabriela artavia
carol axelrod 

& edward 
DeFranceschi

a. smoki Bacon ‘45 & 
richard concannon

sharon Bak
sandra (cohen) 

Bakalar ‘51 & David 
Bakalar

susan & James Barrett
erin & Kenneth 

Baumgartner
the Bay state Federal 

savings charitable 
Foundation

naama & oren Beit-
arie

Julie Bell
Kathryn Block
the Blum Family 

Foundation
nancy Blumberg & 

Mark Weinstein
sushma Boppana & 

Ken Hertz
Mary Broderick
Mary Burchenal &  

tim carey
Margaret & edward 

campion
erica caplan

alice & chris carpenter
Justine & Daniel carr
teresa & Douglas 

chope
Marla choslovsky & 

paul Greenberg
Margaret chu-Moyer & 

Mike Moyer
Hilary & edward 

cipullo
cristin clarke &  

Greg priebe
Kimberly clouse
susan cohen &  

Fred a. taub
Fernando corredor ‘90
cosgrove, eisenberg 

and Kiley, p.c.
elizabeth Dalbeck
nancy Daly & Kevin p. 

cavanaugh ‘66
Judi Darrow & Michael 

siegel
aliza t. Dash & 

nicholas salzman
sara & Kurt Dassel
pamela Dipiro & 

stewart silvestri
susan & Joseph Ditkoff
Melody & David 

Dorfman
Dorothy Dowling & 

stephen condon
cyndi Drake & Jeff 

Browning
Katherine (Dickson) 

Dukakis ‘54 & 
Michael s. Dukakis 
‘51

educational advocates
Michelle ephraim & 

Marc rysman
leslie epstein
Marcia Ferrigno & 

Myrna solomon
Marcy (Greenberg) 

Fischer ‘82 & 
lawrence Fischer

susan & arthur 
Flashman

Katherine Fletcher & 
John K. Hodgman, 
Jr.

Jonathan Florman
Michele (Grusby )

Friedler ‘75 & 
William Friedler

laurel (leeder) 
Friedman ‘45

cherie & stephan 
Gaehde

palmira (Dellamano) 
Gall ‘51 & charles 
Gall

Jennifer Gavin &  
Brian Decker

James Geary
lena Dohlman Gerhart 

& tobin Gerhart
elizabeth Ginsburg & 

robert Weinstein
carol Gladstone & 

Benjamin Whipple
Barbara (levine) 

Glaser ‘46 & tony 
Glaser ‘44

Daphne (Golden) 
Glassman ‘45

lev Glazman
lisa & Marc Goodheart
pamela Goodman & 

Michael shwartz
tanuja & sriram Gopal
laura Green & David 

Golan ‘05
Hayley Greenberg & 

Manuel cabanas
Jan steven Greenberg 

‘69
linda s. Greenberg
calvin B. Gross ‘52
Wendy swart 

Grossman & evan 
Grossman

thomas Hantakas
pamela Hartzband & 

Jerome Groopman

Marcia Hertz
erica & richard 

Hiersteiner
pauline Ho Bynum ‘93
Brenda Hochberg & 

David Dalgarno
Deborah Holman
Margo Howard & 

ronald Weintraub 
‘53

Kelly & William Hsu
lisa & Benjamin 

Humphreys
Jana Jimenez
Jennifer Johnston & 

Dean p. stevens
Marjorie (Zitter) Kahn 

‘59 & edward Kahn
Marina Kalb & David 

Feinberg
priscilla Karnovsky
Marjorie nathanson 

Keeler ‘60 & 
theodore Keeler

sarah & roger 
Kitterman

susumu & Ikei 
Kobayashi

Mariela & David Koenig
Hana Kolton-patsouris 

& peter patsouris
Julie Krasker
sylvia Kuzman & Blair 

crawford
stephen lantos ‘80
Jody leader & paul 

Mclean
shari Finn lecker & 

stewart lecker
Ingrid lederman
Judith siegel leichtner 

& alan leichtner
Julie leitman & 

charlton Macveagh
patricia & Michael 

lewitt
Martin linsky ‘57
rafael lissack ‘58

robin (adelson) little 
‘70 & rod little

alice & Dave lucey
amy & thomas luster
sarah & Bill Madsen 

Hardy
patricia Maher & 

Michael Wessels
rinku & seb Maitra
sandra & Mark Mazur
Jenifer McKim ‘84 & 

James Jepsen
paula v. McMartin, ‘60
Jennifer Meader & 

Mark lowenstein
rabbi Bernard H. 

Mehlman
Jim Mellett
Judy Meyers & Mark 

pasternack
cassandra Miller & 

nicholas schmidt
Helaine (aronson) 

Miller ‘51
Karen Miller & craig 

Bunnell
carolyn & Michael 

Monaco
cecily & alan Morse
William Moss ‘01
Frances sykes Moyer & 

Ben Moyer
Gricel & peter Moyer
lillian Moy-Yee
susan Mulski & Michael 

Meyerovitz
particia & Blake 

Munson ‘55
Jan & Josh nagler
alan r. nathan ‘64
norman a. neiberg ‘45
liora & Brad nielsen
Diana cheren nygren 

& anthony nygren
eileen strong o’Boy
elena olson & robert 

Gerszten
Maribeth ortega & 

alan segal

anne J. (cummins) 
owens ‘55

Kimberly & Keith ozaki
James partan
robin pelzman & 

Douglas pearl
enrique J. perez ‘97
susan phillips & Harry 

Margolis
Jane piercy & edward 

Keenan
adele pike & John F 

Hodgman
catherine & steven 

popell ‘56
Kate poverman & 

raphael Bueno
Karen Quillen
alan rachins ‘60
louise rancourt & 

Yves Ducharme
Deborah & vassilios 

raptopoulos
Danna remen & 

Jeffrey Feldgoise
Jori resnikoff
pamela & Dean richlin
ellen & adam rizika
Michael robbins ‘45
sarah robinson ‘74 & 

sal D’agostino
Maria & christopher 

roche
sue (Marcus) rodman 

‘46
elissa rogovin ‘81
Fereshteh rostamian & 

Dayani Mansour
susan & Joe rothstein
cindy & Martin rowe
Betty & peter rowe
Michele & Israel rozen
catherine & philip 

saines
Joseph H. samuel, Jr. 

‘42
carolyn & paul sax
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Barbara scotto
enid (Greenberg) 

shapiro ‘42
Jordan & Brian 

shaughnessy
Kathleen sheehy
Julia & alan shepley
Diane sidd-champion 

‘69
Kimberly smith & 

adam Kahn
stephanie & richard 

solar
Michelle somer & chet 

edmund Geschickter
Joshua sparrow
olga & Daniel st. clair
claire & Meir stampfer
rebecca & Frank 

steinfield
ezra & laura stillman
rebecca stone
steve strassman
ellen seely strongin & 

Jonathan strongin
Julia sue & Walter 

Blattler
UBM community 

connection 
Foundation

claire & George vasios
ann velenchik & tom 

Downes
Heidi Kirsten Wells
Marcia c. Werchol ‘72
Marjorie Jane Whelen 

Banks
victoria M. Whitney
shari Wiener ‘97
Mona & Martin Wiener
Jane & James Wilson
susan Winshall
Galia & andrew Wise
carolyn Yao
Marian Yee & Gary 

shiffman
amy Yee & Kurtz 

paulson

Up to $99
anonymous
Jean ahn & John 

Murphy
Miriam (scheinfeldt) 

alpert ‘38
amy ansell & James 

statman
ellen Ball
richard c. Bass ‘62
Fredrick M. Berk
nancy seegel Berkman 

‘51
nicole & Kenneth 

Bernstein ‘56
svetlana & Matthew 

Bivens
Katherine l. Boardman
Julia Bojanowski
phyllis (pearlstein) 

Breslof ‘64 & Marc 
Breslof

saul Brightman ‘51
Deborah Danzig 

Brodie & richard 
Brodie ‘72

Deborah & phil Budden
narath carlile
li Qing chen & Bao lu
elizabeth cook ‘57
virginia ryan Douglass
Joan (Moskovitz) 

Druckman ‘58 & 
richard Druckman

Jessica & David eber
Harriet (Mirkin) 

eckstein ‘51
cynthia (Yung) elcock 

‘80 & John elcock
scott englander
lois (Barth) epstein 

‘55
aleksandra Feldman
Judith Ferber & Gary D 

altman
sonia Friedman & 

Gerald Weinhouse

Joelle Garfi &  
David vos

russell Gasdia ‘51
phyllis Giller
David Gladstone
May Hagiwara & Miguel 

Herce
Jerry Halperin ‘65
aline & scott Hillman
Donalda J. (Morrison) 

Hingston ‘64
alicia Hsu & phillip 

chernin
shirley & John 

Jacobson ‘52
Julie Joy
livia & christopher 

Kahl
Beth Kantz & David 

silva
Daniel Kelleher, Jr. ‘48
pamela Kellogg & 

stephen porter
lisa King & alan 

Johnson
Juliana Koo & paul 

smith
patricia Krall & cary 

Frederick
elizabeth lamont
Kate leness
Merna & Don lipsitt
Dorothy (clevenson) 

lourie ‘55
eva lundsager & paul 

Ha
paula & norman 

Menyuk
Jennifer & tom Meyer
Jana Milton
linda Miranda & 

anthony owens
charlene & Grant Mook 

Jew
Jane Morgenstern
rose cen Moy & 

stephen Moy

nancy & srini 
Mukundan

Harriette (Gould) 
Myerson ‘37

George H. naterman 
‘49

Berred & richard 
ouellette

shirley partoll
Bernard plovnick
shelley reed & peter 

rhodes
Katherine retan & 

John Meyers
Dorothy & Jonathan 

richardson
lawrence a. ruttman 

‘48
Mary scott & John 

Dempsey
Mimi & James segel
erin sheedy-amatucci
thea singer & Henry 

santoro
sandy smith-Garces & 

adam strom
ruth & norman spack 

‘61
caroline & Guy staff
robin starr
Kathleen & thomas J. 

sullivan ‘72
stacy tate
sigrid (lemlein) tishler 

‘56 & peter tishler
norma J. Wasser ‘47
lois (spiegel) Weber 

‘61
Debora & Michael 

Wong
Kim & robert Yee
Helen Yung & christian 

picker

In-Kind
anonymous 
ace tickets
advanced Facial 

aesthetics
Barcelona Wine Bar
Boston north end 

Market tours
Brookline Driving 

school
Brookline Interactive 

Group
chestnut Hill soccer 

club
Dean Mellen 

productions
sandy & paul edgerley
High output
cathy loula & charles 

Morgan
lyons Group
new england 

aquarium
northeast 

Dermatology 
associates

elena olson & robert 
Gerszten

orange theory Fitness, 
Brighton

peterson party center
portobello road
savory living
silk purse Design
sweetgreen, chestnut 

Hill
valet connection
vineripe Grill
Wine press
Winston Flowers

BoARd 
list
Directors, FY15
elizabeth Zachos, 

Chair
Melanie Marcus,  

Vice Chair
ted arnstein, Treasurer
Jill altshuler
Betty Bagnani
Mark Friedman
Will Goldthwait
susan Hellerstein
ricki Morell
polly ribatt
Danielle rizika 
Julianne rose
susan silberberg
rachel somer
Winnie swan

Overseers, FY15
ellen Groustra, Chair
teresa chope
abby elmore
shari Feibel
Maria Georgaklis
David Greenstein
lisa Grobstein
alida Hanson
Genae Johnson
Barbara Kellman
shari lisann
stacey Mccarthy
Mary Mooradian
Diana nygren
elena olson
Kate patterson
Deb polansky
nancy pronovost
Dena sacco
susan sarazen
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